Today, we are more reliant on digital applications and services for work, learning, and personal life than at any other time in history. At the same time, cybercrime is on the rise - often involving the theft of personal data. Yet, IT departments are understaffed and overloaded. These realities demand modern, agile identity capabilities delivered as a single strategic solution that can be implemented simply, flexibly, and rapidly across your organization.

The ForgeRock Identity Platform helps organizations radically improve and scale all things identity, governance, and access management with the industry’s only full-suite, artificial intelligence (AI)-driven platform. ForgeRock offers the only platform that can be implemented across an organization for all identities and use cases (workforce, consumers, and things). It’s also the only platform that offers feature parity across all delivery options, including on premises, any cloud environment, and as a service. Additionally, ForgeRock’s API-first design enables full coexistence with legacy implementations for immediate and sustained value throughout the transformation process.
The AI-Powered ForgeRock Identity Platform

Address all of your unique identity challenges simply and at scale, without sacrificing features or capabilities. The ForgeRock Identity Platform consists of identity management, governance and administration, access management, autonomous identity, privacy and consent controls, directory services, edge security, and an identity gateway.
Unmatched Identity Intelligence

The digital world is getting increasingly complex. Use the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to analyze, predict, and automate access privileges.

› Dramatically reduce risk by using AI to automate and streamline up to 90% of all access privileges.
› Improve operational efficiencies and productivity with AI-driven predictive provisioning for joiners and movers.
› Slash administrative overhead by using AI to eliminate over 50% of manual access requests and associated approvals and ongoing certifications.

Experiences that Flow

With work, learning, and living more reliant on digital access than ever, providing your users with experiences that flow without friction are the keys to improving productivity and growing revenue. With ForgeRock you can:

› Get to know your customers better at their own pace with progressive registration.
› Increase revenue and reduce help desk costs by solving forgotten credentials seamlessly within the authentication experience.
› Differentiate your digital experiences with passwordless and usernameless authentication.
› Combine identity management and access management processes into a seamless user experience.
› Speed access to applications while achieving Zero Trust security with single sign on (SSO) across all applications.

One Time Password Tree
Cloud Without Compromise

The ForgeRock Identity Cloud offers the only full-suite identity platform delivered as a cloud service with feature parity across all delivery options (on premises, our cloud, your cloud, or the public cloud) – giving you all the advantages of the cloud without requiring you to compromise on your unique requirements. With ForgeRock, you get:

- The full power of a true identity platform delivered as a cloud service (comprehensive, extensible, customizable).
- Modern enterprise cloud with all the essential features in any combination of our cloud, your cloud, or the public cloud.
- Elevated security with complete customer isolation in a modern multi-tenant cloud architecture.
- Full DevOps support and the capability to deploy millions of identities in minutes.

Legacy System Integration

You don’t need to suffer the pain, risk, and expense of ripping out existing identity solutions in order to get the modern features and benefits you need to compete in the digital landscape. ForgeRock is the only full-suite identity platform that enables you to integrate with and extend your current investments and address all your use cases while you perform a seamless migration to a modern platform.

- Integrate with and extend your current investments and address all use cases from any cloud.
- Migrate and transition identities from multiple systems into one platform with zero disruption using our Modernize IAM Accelerator Kits.
- Use an integrated platform to deliver seamless experiences while delivering 360-degree security capabilities.
- Leverage our API-first design to fully coexist with legacy solutions for immediate and sustained value throughout your digital transformation process.

Unparalleled Security, Privacy, and Compliance

ForgeRock offers unparalleled capabilities that support privacy, compliance, and Zero Trust and continuous adaptive risk and trust assessment (CARTA) security models. With ForgeRock, you get:

- Complete identity lifecycle management in one platform, resulting in end-to-end IAM security.
- AI-driven identity analytics to spot high-risk or inappropriate access privileges and automated access certification remediation.
- Device context as inputs for real-time risk assessments to enable Zero Trust and CARTA security policies.
- The most extensible partner ecosystem with more than 80 security integration partners to provide more value for your existing investments.
- A privacy and consent dashboard for users to manage their personal data.
- IoT onboarding, relationship management, and security to mitigate risk.

ForgeRock is the only full-suite IAM and IGA platform that enables you to integrate with and extend your current investments.
Powerful Partner Technology Ecosystem

The ForgeRock Trust Network is a technology ecosystem of more than 80 partners, giving you access to extensive digital identity capabilities using the ForgeRock Identity Platform. Technology partner categories include strong authentication, risk and fraud management, behavioral biometrics, and identity proofing and enrichment. ForgeRock Trust Network integrations are included free of charge with the ForgeRock Identity Platform.

Gain endless capabilities by using the ForgeRock Identity Platform with our technology ecosystem of more than 80 partners.

Join Our Community and Access the Future

ForgeRock is the industry's most comprehensive, visionary, and leading digital identity provider — offering unmatched IAM intelligence, experiences that flow, and cloud without compromise. We help people safely and simply access the connected world by enabling exceptional digital experiences, no-compromise security, and comprehensive functionality at any scale with simple, flexible, and rapid implementations. ForgeRock customers are digital transformation leaders who utilize the power of digital identity to grow revenue, manage risks, increase productivity, and reduce costs.

With ForgeRock, your possibilities are limitless. Join our community and access the future.